
In re: The proposed regula1ons for the oil and natural gas industry as published in the Federal 
Register December 6th, 2022 (Vol. 87, No. 233, p. 74702 ff)  
Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2021-0317  

Dear Administrator: 

Concerned about the growing methane emergency and the poten1al for methane-emiMng 
feedback loops, we the undersigned are eager to advance US and global efforts to control 
methane, and we strongly support EPA’s new proposed regula1ons on methane emissions from 
the oil and gas industry while urging EPA to make the improvements described below.    

The fossil fuel industry is a major methane emiWer and as we’re learning, it emits much more 
than previously thought. One new study finds that methane emissions from oil and gas 
produc1on in the UK are as much as five 1mes higher than levels the government has 
reported.  Similar problems have been found in the US, where independent analysis es1mated 1

methane emissions from the oil and gas industry exceeded EPA inventory values by 48%–76%.   2

In one recent study, aerial measurements found emissions from natural gas gathering pipelines 
in the Permian Basin were leaking 14–52 1mes more methane than the EPA’s na1onal es1mate 
for such gathering lines.  3

It’s therefore cri1cal that EPA’s new regula1ons priori1ze accurately measuring and drama1cally 
cuMng methane emissions from oil and gas produc1on and transporta1on. We strongly support 
such regula1ons and all other prac1cable means that would halt all methane pollu1on from 
produc1on and transmission through this rule.  

Methane removal, while s1ll in the early stages of research and development, has the poten1al 
to complement methane emissions reduc1on, as a means of addressing historical emissions and 
elevated natural emissions. Methane removal is not a subs1tute for deep, rapid reduc1ons in 
anthropogenic methane emissions. Inves1ng in methane removal research and development 
must not and need not detract from pursuing such cuts.  But we believe the EPA should 
accommodate the poten1al for methane removal in its rulemaking.    

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Sixth Assessment Report stated “carbon 
dioxide removals” (CDR) will be needed to achieve net-zero emissions, and listed CDR among 
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the modeled strategies for scenarios where warming is limited to 1.5 degrees C.  Similarly, 4

methane removal could prove to be a powerful form of greenhouse gas removal, and a 
complementary strategy to help lower global temperatures.  Several methods of methane 
removal are now being researched, ranging from methods that could poten1ally destroy 
methane emissions near their sources, to those that could poten1ally remove methane from 
the atmosphere.  The Na1onal Academy of Sciences recently announced that it will conduct an 5

assessment of atmospheric methane removal. 

We ask EPA to take the poten1al emergence of methane removal methods into account by 
indica1ng in its current rulemaking that it will assist in their research and development and 
review the results frequently, with a view toward adding approved methane emissions 
destruc1on methods to the list of Best Systems of Emissions Reduc1on (the standard required 
under Sec1on 111 of the Clean Air Act) as soon as possible. 

We also ask EPA to adopt the following addi1onal provisions in its final rule no1ce, which can 
further reduce methane emissions from oil and gas produc1on and transmission: 

● Ensure that operators at wells capture associated gasses including methane and limit 
flaring to instances where it is necessary for safety or maintenance reasons and where it 
is a physical impossibility to capture the gas. 

● Strengthen standards that address emissions from oil and gas storage tanks by making 
them applicable to more tanks. By lowering the threshold that determines which tanks 
are covered by the rule, EPA could address the pollu1on from more tanks, thereby beWer 
protec1ng communi1es. 

● Provide a clear pathway for communi1es and individuals to par1cipate and engage 
in the Super EmiWer Response Program, which is designed to address very large 
leaks from the oil and gas industry rapidly, by ensuring that approved monitoring 
technologies and data are accessible to all. 

Signed, 
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 A catalog of these technologies is posted at methaneaction.org/technical and will be included as an appendix to this 5

letter when it is filed with the EPA.
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